From American Public Media, Pipedreams® is public radio’s weekly program dedicated to the artistry of the pipe organ. Host Michael Barone’s celebration of the “king of instruments” is heard on stations nationwide. Visit www.pipedreams.org to locate a broadcast station in your area.
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#0905 - Gloria!…composers from four centuries create energetic musical manifestations of a timeless, singular song of praise.

#0906 - A Miami Organ Festival…finalists in the 2008 Miami International Organ Competition play the Ruffatti pipe organ at Church of the Epiphany.

#0907 - Widor Two, Too…a dramatic, romantic French organ symphony with some of its composer’s other thoughts regarding it included.

#0908 - Handel With Care…one of the most popular and influential composer-performers of the Baroque era continues to inspire in the 21st century.